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Proceed with caution! This form is linked to a credit that is currently under review or has already been reviewed.
Any information linked to a credit under review is currently locked and will remain locked until the credit to which the information is linked is returned from review. Any information linked to a previously-reviewed credit will remain locked until the credit to which the information is linked is marked as "In Progress".
All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
THRESHOLD ATTEMPTED
ALL PROJECTS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
The following equipment is included in the project scope:
Included
N/A
Vacuum systems
Sterilizers
Air compressors
Large frame X-ray processors and/or developers
All vacuum systems in the project building have dry vacuum pumps, except vacuum systems for sterilizing, which may use oil-lubricated liquid ring pumps.
Sterilizers do not have venturi vacuum systems.
All air compressors are either air-cooled or cooled with a closed-loop system.
All large frame X-ray processors and/or developers of more than 150mm (6 in.) in length or width use film processor water recycling units.
Upload WEc4.1-1. Provide equipment schedules and relevant sections from the equipment book, product cut sheets, and/or manufacturer's data for each system/processor included in the project scope. Relevant information should be highlighted to demonstrate compliance. 
Projects with none of the equipment listed above are ineligible for this credit.
Special circumstances preclude documentation of credit compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Upload WEc4.1-SC. Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
The project team is using an alternative compliance approach in lieu of standard submittal paths.
Describe the alternative compliance path used by the project team. Include justification that this path meets the credit intent and requirements. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. 
ALTERNATIVE COMPLIANCE PATH
Upload WEc4.1-ACP. Provide any additional documents that support the alternative compliance path approach. (Optional)
WE Credit 4.1: Water Use Reduction - Building Equipment Points Documented:
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